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SOME PECULIARITIES OF SHELLEY'S RYTHM. 
I- -
The most striking quality of Shelley's poetry meets 
our attention at once, in the play of ever-changing emotion through 
his lines. When he called himself "A pard-like Spirit beautiful 
and swift," he oharaoterized the spirit of his poetry, with its 
ever-shifting imagery, and its ,pulsing, leaping ~hms continually 
falling into new and unexpected adjustments of diffioult stresses, 
but always resolving themselves into a wonderful ooherenoy of 
thought and form whioh produces the effect of strange and beauti-
ful musio. He builds up large rhythm-forme in what w~ may call 
the phrasing of his lines, using the term in a musical sense, and 
over these large waves play the verse-waves in a vast variety of 
subtle_adjustments. As striking an illustration as we could find, 
of this, lies in that magnificently desoriptive line from Alastor -. 
/, 
)C I II~ \!!/)< I )( Of wave ruining on wave, and 
I x I 
blast on blast. 327. 
His favOrite images of waves, fountains, leaping 
flames;- lightning, "implicated leaves," all indicate an intense 
'susoeptibili ty to rhythm in nature, and are types of that perpetual 
~ 
emotion which pulses in his verse, so that we seem to see his 




~hen from the oaverns of my dreamy youth 
• , 1l I II I!'.. ~ , I sprang as o~e sand8~led w~th plumes 
6f fire. Epipsyohidion 217. 
The characteristic of Wordsworth's poetry is a very 
J.., 
deep but quiet emotion whioh often rolls its ~ythm stress through 
lines which) without this . informing emotion) would be comm,onplaoe in 
their suggestion and nearly level in their stresses: 
It is not now as it hath been of yore 
Turn wheresoe'er I ma~ 
'It ,By n~ht ~~, I ~r/I -...!!...-
The thingsnwh~ r have seen, I now can 
sTe n"O more. . 
Ode on Intimations of Immortality, stanza I. 
Shelley builds up his lines from many intense emo-
tion oenters from whioh the Ihythmio impulses rad·iate through the 
lines. The words themselves are charged with intense emotional or 
pictorial oonnotations, and one word may open a vast picture, or 
set moving a powerful train of assooiations.' The lines of Alastor 
exemplify this strikingly, and the vast, phantasmagoric imagery of 
Prometheus shows it at its height. No poet shows suoh intimate, 
psychological oonnection between the rb1thm of his thought and the 
:dWthm of his expression in verse. From the influence of these 
highly charged words oome many of Shelley's most oharacteristic 
, ~hm-forms. A few examples may serve to illustrate the preva-
lence of these high emotion points and the way in which therbythm 




~ -,.r-;--. ~ 
-.!!- "I -.:!-- ,,- ~-/ / >C ...!L-. I ~ I 
If. dewy morn and odorous noon, and ~ 
With ~uD.-!'it a;ro.. i ~ gorg,c5us "mihisters 
And solemn mi4nignt's t~ling 
silentness • 
Alastor 5-7. 
It oan readily be seen how many words there are here 
highly oharged with assooiations. 
'/l' ~ ../.V 1-......tV 'Ii' ~ ? ~ 'l'-
So we sat joyous as the morning sky 
Revolt of Islam, VII, I. 
I .-..., '7 ~ 
Glared at mf a~ 4oothl~s sn~ke m'liht 
glare. Revolt of Islam, V, XXV, 6. 
x I \.!!...-- 'Ii'" ~ 
And strange 'twaB~idJ th~ 
heap to see 





Revolt of Islam, X, XXIII, 6.-
'/j\ h~s .J!.., ? A I x I And 11S hoofs ground the rocks. to fire 
a~d dtist. Revolt of Islam, VI, XXII. 
x 1)1 I " . / II / ~ ~ / 
And he is fallen th~y ory~he who d1d dwell 
Like famine or the plague. Revolt of Is lam, V, XXXI, 4.0 
IC I If. 9
f 
/ "...!!.--
.An eagle sol {)augh;t..,. 1n some / 
bui-stiIlg cloud. Prometheus, III, II, 11. 
l - . , The heightening of an unstressed or low-stressed 
f~ 
L 
~.. word due to the' influenoe of rhytbm, or the heightening of a stress 
normally seoondary, above that of a following higher stress, due 
to either r~hm, emphasis, or emotion stress, are of very frequent 
occurrenoe in Shelley's verse. They are, however, felt rather as 
4. 
vibrations from the intense interest pOints in the line, than as 
mere artificial devices, and so take on a coherency with the pre-
vailing effect of the line. Inversions of the normal order of the 
sentence often produce unusual combinations of stresses which, 
though at first sight difficult of analysis, are found to have a 
fascinating IDythmic fitness as the strenuous ,thought of the poet 
forces its way through them, compelling them torhytpmic form. 
Take for example, ,this line, very puzzling when one 
attempts to scan it, whose total effect is, nevertheless, one of 
perfect fitness to the stirring of the wind, the passage of whose 
breath, and whose lifting of the hair, are felt in the very way 
in which the rhythm waves lift the words: 
r;;- " ...!!/ '/' ~? -.JL/ 17' o.!!./ 
And the shrill ~a-w~nd whose breath idly 
stirred 
My hair~ Revolt of Islam, III, XXX, 3. 
The study of Shelley's rhythm is thus an absorbing-
task, and the further one enters into its intricacies, the more 
pOints one finds which invite analysis. A few of the stri,king 
peculiarities of Shelley's rhythm are treated in the following 
paper. In marking the scansion, I have used 
)( 
x for low-stressed 
H / 
or unstressed words, 11 for seoondarily stressed words, and 1 for 
If 
those words which have primafy stress. Sometimes the marking 11 
indicates a larger relationship of the words to each other as they 
5. 
are grouped together, rather than the simple relationship of one 
word to another word, or of one syllable to another syllable, -
as a word which is primary in stress when compared with a preceding 
w~rd, may be secondary when compared with a following word, or as .. 
the highest accent in an adjective of several syllables, while pri-
mary in relation to the other syllables of the word, may be second-
ary to a following noun. Of course,sll these fine adjustments of 
stresses enter into the full rhythmic value of a line, though it 
is not always possible to indicate their gradations by our system 
of notation. 
• A curved mark under a secondary stress, indicates that 
it is in the low part of the rhythm - wave, or, to use the German 
term, in the Senkung. A curved mark over the secondary stress 
mark, indicates that it is in the high part of the wave, or,to use 
the German term, in the Hebung. 
6. 
stress of Subjecti:Verb. 
The normal stress relation of- subj ect + verb is 
-..!I.-
secondary + primary (11 T 1) • 
As, 
~ 'I' 
Time passed, I know not whether months 
or years. Revolt of Islam, VII, xxvi, 1. 
r--. ~ 
'-lJ./ I -..!.l./ I ' 
Morn fled, noon came, evening, then night 
desoended. Revolt of Islam, III, iv, 1. 
Occasionally there em curs in Shelley's verse a line 
where the subjeot receives heightened stress. As, in, 
'Ii' ...!Y? ---!.!/. ? ~ l"-
As tlie song floats, thou pursue 
Prometheus, II, i, 179. 
perhaps the linking of song and thou in a parallel 
thought-structure may have something to do with the heightened 
stress - thou art to pursue, as the song noats; perhaps the emphat-
# / 
ic thou following the subject + verb (11 1) causes the two preced-
ing impulses to become secondary and so subject to the rhythmic 
variation dictated by the verse, which in this case is single fall-
ing rhythm. Then, the falling rhythm type having been established 
in the preoeding line and sustained by the beginning and end of the 
line cited, naturally tends to force the two words into its type • 
.r:'\ ~ ,/""'. ~ ~ 
1/ -.!V ~ I ~ I ~ II ~ / 
Soon I could hear the leaves sign and oould see 
, The myrtle-blossoms starring the dim grove 
Revolt of Islam', III, xxxiv, 5. 
7. 
The oiroumstanoes preoeding the situation depioted 
in this line are suoh that they make the word leaves a foousing 
point of interest. Laon has just fled aoross the sea f:rem his 
enemies. He is drawing near to the land and to safety; the land-
interest oonnotation of leaves is thus so intense as to give to 
the word" an inorement of stress. This is a very oharaoteristio 
habit of Shelley's, and is on the same prinoiple of emotion stress 
whioh so often oauses a heightening of his adjeotives. 
• 
~ , 
~ .... I 
8. " 
stress of Verb + Obj ect. 
" The usua! stress of verb + objeot is secondary,.,. , 
primary. Thus , 
x '"-...!Y 'i" x' >< /" 
And love ~ught gri~r to fall like music 
from his tongue 
Adonais, XXX, 9. 
In the following line we find a violation of this 
normal relationship: 
\..f.!...., '/' '-.!!/.. 7/' '-1L/ "Ii' '-.!.!.-.--
Young Love should teaoh Time in his 
o~ gr'frf styYe 
All that thou art Epipsychidion, 55. 
possibly the strong interest centered 1nteaoh gives 
it the higher stress. 
9. 
stress of Compound Nouns. 
Compound nouns normally take primary stress on the 
/ II 
first element and seoondary on the seoond element (1 11). 
/7> ~ r---. ~ 
~ I ~ II ~ / ~ II~-
Tlie lamp-light t~ough tlie rafters oheeriY 
spread Revolt of Islam. II, i, 7. 
)C r;" I /' ~ ~ " /j' ~ 'i' 
An~ rare~ sea-sheils whioh th~terna~ flood. 
Slave to the mother of the months, had thrown 
Revolt of Islam, IV, i. 6. 
~ ~ - ~ 
::J511'-.lS./ I ~ I -...l!..,( 
upon a couch o~grass ana 
laced. 
/' '-...!V 'II ~ 
oak-leaves inter-
Revolt of Islam, IV. ii, 9. 
~ '/' ~ 7'.~ rfl'~ I' ~ /' 
Tlie transient gulf-dream of a startling sleep 
Queen Mab, IX, 175. 
/:'- r' r;--... /i' ~ 
-.!S. Ix /I~ I ~ I ~ /-
The melancholy winds a death-d1rge sung 
Queen Mab, IX, 104. 
Poets sometimes violate this stress through the 
force of a prevailing rhythm. or under the influence of a strong. 
interest centered in the first element of the compound. This strong 
interest in the first element practically has the effect of break-
ing up the oompound into its original adjeotive and noun elements, 
1/ 'i' ,7/ x T 
Br)i~t rRlouds 1/ flo~t ~ he~en 
D~-stars II gleam mr earth _ 
10. 
These two lines are in a peouliar lyrio form. The 
first line shows in the first two words the normal adjeotive ~ 
noun stress-relationship; the seoond line shows the oompound word 
following the analogy of the adjeotive + noun stress. 
Words oompounded with the word sea seem espeoially 
liable to this variation of the strese: 
~welt ~fre~and ha~y orphan ohild, 
By tnt- sea-shore, II in iI!' deep mountain-
glen Revolt of Islam, I. xxxvi, 3. 
7 I< 'Ii' " 'I' . 
~e path Of the s~-shore: that Spirit's tongue 
Seemed whispering in my heart, and bore 
my steps along Revolt of Islam, I, XLIII, 8. 
7t' x ~ / down", the /st~ep ~ th "I wo~d 
To the sea-shore - the evening was n~ olsar 
Revolt of Islam, I, xv, 7. 
x I x ~ V!/ I 'Ii')C I.!!/ / 
The shells dl( the sea-sand, /I and the wild flowers 
Revolt of Islam. II, i, 6. 
7i' )( ':l!.::: />< / " I )( / 
And ~sea-eagle brought me food the while 
Revolt of Islam, VII. xiv, 4. 
J/ I ~ 'Ii'" / ~and~houll '/'...!!../ 
lone shall onant fragments of s~muslo 
Prometheus, III, iii, 27. 
Of" putrjid 
His steps 
a wide and melanoholy waste 
mare'h~s. A stfong impulse urged I )( "7ii' II X J(' to the se~sho e. ~ swan was there 
Alastor 275. 
other instances are: 
I x: "-.fl/ I \'''...-- r;; )< I ~ I 
Want, and moon-madnegs, and the pest's swift bane 
Revolt of Islam, VI, xvii, 2. 
11. 
~ I VY ~. x I" 1" I 
HOW like death-worms the wingless moments crawl 
PrometheuB, II, i, 16. 
'7i' ~ 1/ '/")( ~)( I&./ 
In tlie de~h-chamber for a moment Death. 
Shamed by the presence of that living might, 
Blushed to annihilation 
Adonais, XXV. 1. 
~~r ~hen lhe fl~kes.J.1 bur~n the~sinking sun 
Or tlie star-beams dart through th~m 
Mont Blanc, V. 134. 
~re Power in~ikeness of/the Arve comes down 
/I x '>!k I J( ~ 7 _l!v. I From the ioe-gulfs that gird h~~ secret throne 
Mont Blanc. II. 6. 
If two or more adjectives precede a noun all these 
adjectives are secondary to the noun and thus subject to differen-
tiation according to rhythm stress laws. This is true to a certain 
. x 'Ii' \.!V I 
extent in normal prose thought, as, A dull dark day. We find it 
profusely exemplified in Shelley's verse. As, 
" rji' /I r;; ---v I II 1)( I 
On black, ba~. pointed islets ever beat 
In the case where a compound noun is preceded by an 
adjective, especially a monosyllabic adjective, there seems to be 
a strong tendency to break the compound into its adjective and noun 
elements, thus giving two secondaries rhythmically differentiated. 
In the following, it is possible to account for the abnormal stress 
on the ground of interest in the first element. I group them to-
gether as a tentative judgment in regard to the influence of the 
preceding adjective: 
12. 
)C I/i' 1/ I ~ I x /jj' -.!.!/ I 
But its oWflourved prow of thin moonstone 
My brethren, we are 
x t'ii' m0ltP ta inp 
The gray sea-shore, 
fountai1is 
Revolt of Islam. I, xxiii, 2. 
free~ The plains and 
x I~ Q x 
the fores~s and the 
Are haunts of happiest dwellers 
Revolt of Islam. V. Song. 4. 
x "II' L'!At I II I JC x ~ \!.!/ I The spottea deer bask in the fresh moonlight 
. Epipsyohidion. 1)33. 
I do remember well the honr whioh 'hurst I . 
II T 'L I >t ~ ~' r II MY spiri~'s sleep: a fresh M~-dawn it was 
. Revo t of Islam. Introduction 111.5. 
l.!!,...,[ I \.!!../ I \.!V 'Ii' )( ~ I..!!/ I 




Adillicti ves. . 
ythID stress. 
, 
In normal English thought, the adje'ctive + noun 
1/ I 
group takes secondary + primary stress (11 
• 1). As, 
(//./ r;' >c '/I' V!/ I )< 
Like the bright-shade of some 1mmortal 
dream Revolt of Islam, II, xxii, 8. 
11/ I 
Sw~~ Lamp~ my moth-like Muse has 
burned·its wings Epipsychidion, 53. 
~ 
. II x \..11/ / 
Through the lo~e paths of our immortal 
land Revolt of Islam, II. xxvi, 3. 
~'A I 
S~a sto.rm, whose tears are vain 
strain, Bare woods, whose branches 
De@p cav~s and dr~ary main 
A. Dirge. ~posthuIDous Poems, 1824. 
Where the high stress of the noun is followed by 
another high stress. the two preceding stresses then become subor-
dinated to the final high stress and are subject to the laws of, 
rhythm stress, which in the case of single rising rhythm would 
" raise the first of the subordinate impulses above the second. As, 
'Ii' 
Thift fa ir sur 
his 
/}' when to the flood 
fell, he turned and shed 
brother's blood. 
Revolt of Islam, I, xxvi, 8. 
Shelley's verse affords abundant instances of this 




Adjective + Noun +Verb. 
)( / I.!!./. /,i' Sh,r w~ching, aye 
The foam-wreaths which the fa1nt t~ 
wdvebelo~. Revolt of Islam, I, xvii, 9 . 
• 
o / I but fShon hiJ?h be?'(een 
Earth alld, tlfe ripper air tl1'e va'~t clOUds fl~w. 
Revolt of Islam, I, iv, 8. 
I ~ 1/ 
Then hael ti6 /II '.!V I x /I " great a1m recompensed my 
iorrdw . 
I must have sought dark respite from its 
stress. Revolt of Islam, II. xix. 1. 
1C I " I" 'Ii II ~ II rt' 
A mighty senate; some whose white.h~r shone 
Like mountain snow, mild, beautifUl and blind 
Revolt of Islam, I. LIV, 3. 
>( /Ii' & I x /jj' '-!!/ '/' 
Round whose worn base the wild waves hiss 
and leap Revolt of Islam, II, xviii. 5. 
Thou wilt depa~± and i w~ tears shall ~tand 
wat/chin~ th~ dlih s~l skiS:t tKe o~eln gray 
Revolt of Islam, II, XLV, 3. 
x I" I 'Ii' J( )( ~ " /'[' 
A mighty crowd, 1/ such as the wide l~d pours 
Once. in a thousand years 
Revolt of Islam. V, xxix, 1. 
x '/I IJUrJ' I II )( 1/ 1)( I 'Their red' sworelS flash I in the unrisen sun 
. Revolt of Islam, VI, v, 3. 
. /'\ A. • 
x 1/ • _~' I ~ I ~ I )C I 
The warm te~s burst i~ spite of faith ana fear 
From many a tremulous· eye 
RevQlt of Islam, XII. xiv, 1. 
And he,rd, J( an~ c,r:-ed, 'Ahifioe :'s me;', 
And died as mad as the WiLd ~es Qe 
Prometheus, I. 98. 
To the l~t fiber of~he lo~est t~9~ I 
Wh~e thin le~es tre~bled i~ th~ f~z(n air 
Frometheus. I. 155. 
" II II /j' ~ I t.,!!./ 01 .The loud d~ oalls W~ home even now 
to feed it Prometheus, III. 
I.&. rJi' rt If. 'Ii' I 1/ ./ 






One in mixed rising rhythm shows: 
x >< t/j' -,--"/ / 
An~ the we~t. cUry W!~Ps 
That It sho Id birsb Prometheus, IV, 493. 
And t:rut wild E1~elo'pe ~hat)( stalts whene ',er 
T~e dry le1t:t ru~tles in tne brake, s~spend 
His timid steps Alastor, 104. 
~ 0 \..!!./ I Quenoh,wi thin ;t-heir burning bed 
TliY fiery tears, a~d let t~ l6fa h~t k'ep 
Adonais. III. • • 
J( ? !.-'!/ I x /fi' ..g/ I.)C / 
The sort SKY smiles.- the low wind whispers near 
Adonais. LIII. 7. 
Adjeotive + Noun + post-positive Adjeotive (or partioiple). 
)< rj/' \.lL/ I ~;;; -;L I // I 
The bright stars shining in the breathless sea 
Revolt of Islam. II, xi, 8 . 
I.!.!..- II \.!U / ~ 1/ )<. I ,,~ I .r-.. ~ ,r::l lliE( ~ ,,---:--
Her white arms 1iftea through t e shadowy stream 
Revolt of Islam. II. xxix, 1. 
~? Vl~ ~'/ r;;- )( / 
The green lan~s oradled in the roar 
Of western waves Revolt of Islam. V. Song 6. 
r'l ..---../.'I r--"/ x I vv I~ ~ ~ 
As famished mariners through strange se~s gone 
Revolt of Islam, V. XLIV, 5, 
. ~I ~/ 
)( 1..0.." )< I )< I x I 
In white wings swift as olouds in winter skies 
Revolt of Islam. V, L, 6. 
Under th~wave in flowers ~ h9rbs wftioh make, 
~h~e gr~~n derths be~utffui w~n skies ar6 blue 
Revolt of Islam, V, LIII, 6. 
~ -- ~ -, )( I '-LV 1)( ~ II ~ II '--.!!./. I . 
A wan~e~ing Meteor by some wild w1nd sent 
RevoIt of Islam, VI, xxxii, 4. 
\...!V ? ~ I \...!!--- '/l' '-.!!./ I • '-!!./ I 
Their white arms lifted o'er the1r streaming hair 
Prometheus, III, ii, 46. 
16. 
)( II' ~ I' \fL, Ii' 
The white Moon smiling all 
· / ~ ~ t/I -.....!J.' Grief maae the young spr1n~ 
threw down 
Her kindling buds ' 
J( / x / 
the while on it 
Epipsyohidion, 318. 
r--.., 
/ x 1/ 
wild, and she 
Adonais, XVI, 1. 
Adjeotive + Noun + Noun in Apposition. 
Ou~si~le ltfe~antttt~itt~ ~a~? ~rueltaste 
Hires not tlie pa~e d ge Luxury to waste 
The soene it would adorn Epipsyohidion, 526. 
• • 
Adjeotive + 1loun + Obj eot-Complement. 
Ii' ~ / (SinglEJ;-Falling IJNthm) 
.Al)A tliy sm~es befol)1-- th~ .. d)Vihdli If 
Maire ti1\ o6'ld a~ fire; th'lffi soreen th'ifni 
Prometheus, II, v, 51. 
The~e are only a few from a great number of instanoes 
of this adjeotive 'rhythm-stress in Shelley. I subjoin two examples, 
, where through inversion of the predioate and its oomplimentary verb 
a high-stressed participle (not funotioning as an adjeotive) follows 
the adjective + noun group. This seems interesting as an instance 
of the way in which Shelley by unusual juxtapositions and inversion 
of words, brings about varied and unusual rhythmic oombinations. 
Tha t mountain ~d its ...column, t'hlOl known mark 
x -'.]'\ ~ /I ~;l0 ~ Yj\. ~I / T Of those wliu in tne w1de de2E wand(e)r1ng are 
are wandering 





)( . /. -...!!-/ 9 ~)(/ Ii' the loo~. array I 
Of horsemen o'er tITe w11d fi~ds murd(e)ring went 
Revolt of·Islam. VI, vii, 4 . 
.. 
. Rhythm stress in Possessive Pronouns. 
possessive pronouns. like adjeotives, show this phe-
nomenon of rhythm stress:. 
\..!.!/ • I 
Mine eyes 
Who loved 
~ ~I ~ 
1<- II I.....!V. h d ~ buIlt and ml heart ac e , anu 
tfiat sm 
me did with'sbsent'looks defeat 
Revolt of Islam. VII. LII. 6. 
All things confess his strength. II Through the 
x I x -;;,co Id mas/~ ~ 1/ '7' 
Of marble and 'iff' cblCl" his dreifms tiass 
Promet eus, IV, 413. 
Artificial Adjeotive stress. 
A violation of the norma;l. secondary + primary stresS 
'- . 
of the noun +sdjeotive group where no high stress immediately fol-
lows the noun, occurs so frequentl~ in Shelley's poetry as to become a 
striking characteristic of his versification. When the emotional 
associations of the adjeotive are very intense, a heightening of 
the adjective stress occurs, as in the following lines: 
But none was near to mock my streaming 
~ I· eyes\lL/ ~ II 0 )l I ~/ 
Which poured their. :warm drzts on the sunneY 
ground Revo t of Islam, Introduction IV, 3. 
18. 
1/ I x 71 -....J.V '/l'~ I x I 
She pressea the white moon on his front with pure 
And rose-like lips Revolt of Islam. VI. xxvi, 3. 
""""' ~ ~ II " )<. 1/ ~ II )( / ~ I 
Then ~the white eage of theburst1ng surge 
Revolt· of Islam. I, xiii, 1. 
----- ,.-...,. . 
\..lL 1/ ~ II I....!.f-/ 7,\ )( I ~ 
Which spreads i~s shrunk leaves in the sunny 
I air Revolt of Islam, VI, LV, 4. 
She IJ7Ppt upon ~ pile, and J..ift~hig,~" J .J . Her ma.d lO'tffrs to t1te li~httYlng a:l{d orre-n. 'Eat!' 
Revolt of Islam, VI, LII, 2. 
Fair olingiJ1g w~ds with ~ ~le~d ~row 
Claspi~ its gray re~s wi~h a verdurous wo6f 
. Revolt of Islam. VI, xxvii, 8. 
Through/many a ca~rn whioh~te eternal flood 
Had soooped a:'s daf'k lam for i ~ mofiste'r brdod 
Revolt of Islam, VII, x, 5. 
r' .r.:'. t"" 
x 1/ v.f/ I ji<.' /I ~ /I ...J!..--<' I 
Though it can wake the still oloud and unDind 
The strength of tempest 
Revolt of Islam, VII, XL, 3. 
Soon the dust~rinks ~t bit~ dew - then meet 
The V1fl tu~e ai{d tlie wild d~ B:f{d t1te sn'ake 
Revolt of Islam, X, iii, 6. 
)( ~ "- IV r;;--. x//?)( I 
The warm tcruch of a soft afid tremulous hand 
Revolt of Islam, XII, xviii. 1. 
~fd w~~~. rpbi:r;p ·w~ pure s~ and orowns 
u:· starr,)' 1ce tlie gl'liy gWss aHd b~e bo-6.gh 
. Alastor, 10. 
r.\ 
"'- /fj\ )( 1/ ~ 
Beneath the oold glare 
~ 
/I X l]l~ I 
of the desolate night 
Alastor. 234. 
Startl~ by his4!wn thoug~ he looMd around; 
There was ntyfair fi~ ne"r hinf, n6t ~ si~ht 
. Alastor, 297 •. 
x tH' II a ~irlwind s~pt it 9n 
With fieroe g~ts aBd pr1(ci~itlti~ force 
Alastor, 321. 
19. 
• /7;'/''I .".-.... ~ I Vl/ \..!U 1/ l< I ~ ./ __ 
~xposed those black dep~hs to the azure s~ 
Alastor, 375. 
In rainbow and in fire, the parasites, 
sta~r~ wi th ten ~usapd b~oss~s, Iflow around 
The gray tr~s, and, as gamesome infaflts' eyes 
Fold their beams round the hearts of them that love, 
Alastor, 441. 
x 'Ii' VI.!. Ii:')( I \!V 0i' )( I The dark ea~h and the bending vault of stars 
Alastor, 576 • 
.And led the , lov~iest among~uman Ifor}!M3 
To make thE¥1:r witd ha'iints tit& ctfpos1:'tgrY 
Alastoir, 594 . . r::--- ~ I"::: . 
1/ '-..11/ II ..f!, 1/" I damp leaves and blue caverri mould 
colors of that varying cheek. 
'/I' . '0( 
And to the 
Commit the 
Alastor, 597. 
~ ~ r--. 
-llt/ If )( 1/ ~ II ~ I '-LL I 
~~neath the wan stars and descending moon 
Alastor, 554. 
Which w~esoe'~r it~ll, mad, ~f7 ea~th 
With bright fl~ers a~d t~e wintf.1 boughs 
From vernal blooms fresh fragrance. 
Alastor, 674. 
I fl~ted ~ke E7 diz~ moth vyhose flight 
ft"aS' a dead le1ft's in the owl~ light 
Epipsychidion, 
~)( )( 'if' \!L r;r -.!l/ I )C Ii' II Under the gray beak of some promonto~ 
She met me Epipsychidion, 






I x x h0 whic~loate~on 
Over the calm flObr o~ th~ cryst~ s'a 
Prometheus, II, v, 24. 
cities then 
Were built, and through their snow-like 
0' column~lowed I I 
Thxe I, i\/l.A /I t)( '-fL./ t x J warm w.nas, and lie azure e her shone 
Prometheus, II, LV, 96. 
20 • 
•• 
and how the sun 
Chang~ hi~, la~, and by wha~ sefP'et~ell 
T}{e pa1.e m~n is tr~fome1f, w1flri:{ h~~ 
br~d eye 
Gazes not on the interlunar sea. 
Prometheus, II, iv, 90. 
In mixed rising rhythm: 
)(r;'~~1 
The .pale suars are gone Prometheus, IV, 1. 
~ ,,--..)<. '/" x ~ 
~ ~thick hell o~h~tr€as, a~ hopes, a~ fears 
Prometh~s, IV, 119. 
We'll pass the eyes 
O,;t the )('star~v skies, I" I 
f I Int(j- tff& hol;' de'!p to' oolonize 
Prometheus, IV, 143. 
In oertain cases the adjeotive stress is heightened 
above that of the noun partly through the emotion interest i~ the 
adjective notion, and nartly, it seems, through anticipation of . --
the final high stress, which, working back through the line, re-
duces the series of preceding stresses to secondaries and makes . 
them subject to the laws of rhythm stress. 
It is to be noted that the stress immediately follow-
ing the adjectives in these xin~s is a secondary, and not a low 
stress as in the group of examples just preceding these: 
B~t like the vapoz;, of ~e tempe~ fled I 
Over t~e pl'in; h~r da~k ha~ w~s d~pread 
Like the pine's locks upon the lingering blast 
Revolt of Islam, X, xxi, 5. 
21. 
Gentle, and brave, ~ gepero~, - n~o~ bald 
Breathed o'~r hi:6 dark fa~e ete m11odfous sigh 
Alastor. 59. 
~ 'T7'i< /j' x 'Ii'...,l.!./ 'H'x I 
Our myriads, whom the swift bOLt overthrew 
Revolt of Islam, VI, xiv, 7. 
As if it drowned in remembrance YfJP..re 
eff th01ightS~h:r6h mAke th'e moist ~s 
8ve~bri~. Revolt of Islam, V •• iv., 6. 
I X 77)<. 'Ii' ~ ff'x I 
Fretted with many a fair cloud interwoven 
Revolt of Islam, I •• iv., 4. 
)( l.x I )< rg-. 1/ /jj'" I 
On Atlas) fields of moist. srttrw half ruspend 
Sonnet to the Nile, 5. 
'Ii' 'I I -fAIt wi thin t~~ ~ted lips 
T~e sweet ai¥ th1rt s~stafned mir an~ th~ 
wafmth Prometheus, II .. i., 104. 
)( I x I J( Ii' 'LL/ tJ7' ~ I In wanton sport the bri~ht leaves whose aecay 
Red, yellow, 6r etherea ly pale . 
Rivals the pride at' summer. Alastor, 594. 
II/x (i' I..l!...-. Ii' x I ~' 
Ay, ~vep the dim wordS which obscure thee 
nnw 
Flash lightning-like with unaccustomed glow 
Epipsychidion, 33. 
In falling rhythm: 
'Ii' ~ 'Ii' ~. 'Ii' J. I 
~d that one star 1h1Ch ~o her 
'tmo1rt se~ms t~ min~ter 
Half the crimson light she brings 
Euganean Hills, 323. 
~ . . 
/ x 1/ I.!.!." 'ii'~ I 
Where the wild bee never flew 
Thr6ugh t~e nffontide darkne~s ddep 
Prometheus, II., i., 180. 
• 
22 •. 
These heightened stresses recur so frequently in 
connection with characteristic and favorite Shelley adjectives, -
such as dark, gray, white, ~le, ~, fair. wild, quick, moist, 
bright, and others, - as to suggest a very interesting psychologi-
cal basis for the phenomenon. 
Stress in Compound Adjectives. 
The normal stress of compound adjectives is, like 
that of compound nouns, primary. on the first element and secondary 
on the second. AS, 
x I 
II f x I UL/ I '-.!V 'Ii' And see! b~ea h a sun-bright canopy 
Revolt of Islim, XII, v. 1. 
)( I x 
And see the I )( Tyrant's 
/ II r;--:;. Jl I 
gem-wrought chariot glide 
Revolt of Islam, XII. , i:1:. 5. 
)( I _~ I \.!.V I >< '7/' V.!./ I 
The wild-e~eu women throng arou~d her path 
Revolt of Islam, IV., xx., 1. 
Sometimes this stress is violated through rhythm 
stress falling on the second element; sometimes the idea in the 
first element of the compound is so prominent that the effect is 
to resolve the compound into a phrase relationship of adverbial 
thought + adjective, and this relationship takes the phrase stress 
II I 
of secondary -I- wimary (11 1) • 
. )( I II' '-l!../.. I :-.!.J.../ I ~ 17' 
The blosm~sprlng's star-bright invest~~ure 
Revolt of Islam, IV.,xxxiii., 8. 
(Adverbial element in star-bright, like a star) 
23. 
x I . x I oK 'Ii' '-lJ./ I \.!!...( I 
And Faith and Custom and low-thoughtea oares 
Revolt of Islam, Introduotion XIII. 7 
/I 1)( .I x Ii' ~ I ..h-./ 
·Th~uttimnal w1ndS,as if speLL-bound bad 
made 
A natural oouoh of leaves in that reoess 
Revolt of Islam, VI .. xxvii., 1. 
I Oh, sister, look! ~te:fire / llV 
Hals oloven to tllJ ro'ots y~ huge sn'lf1i-loade-d 
'-- oeda~ Prometheus, I., 433. 
/ I.!!/ JL-/ L _ vi/? ~ / \ll,/ 
Close those ~n lips; let that thorn-wounded 
brow 
stream not with blood; it mingles wi th ti~7 tears. 
Prometheus, I. ~ 507 .• 
'li")( ~ I /I Ii' y. VL- 7' -..!.f,/ I 
And the wh1~e dew /Ion the new-bladea grass 
Prometheus, II., 148 . 
• 
)( /)( ~ x a ~l ~ /f" I 
Of oataracts from th'ir thaw-clo~ ravines 
Prometheus, II., iii., 34. 
x I '-!lJ / I'" x .../L.c 7)< / The floating bark/ of the light-laden moon 
x I "or I ,. '17' \!.L..r ~ )I.' I 
The floating bark of the lign~-laden moon 
Prometheus, III., ii., 26. 
T~e dew-mists of K sunless sleep ~all float 
'1)( >< I /..J.IU " I U der tne stars 1 e balm, n:lgnt-f Ided flowers 
Shall suck unwithering hues in their repose 
Prometheus, III., iii., 34. 
Fro~an's ~igh mind eve~ to th~"cflntr21?ton9 
c1fs-fi'llffn lead; fr'Om Heaven's sdr-frett~ domes 
Prometheus, IV., 541. 
Bef0Ffr. the immortal senp.t~,,.nd~e s~a:t I . 
c)f that. stlrr-shining Spirit whefic'e Wwrought 
The strength of its dominions good and great 
Revolt of Islam, XII., xxi., 3. 
Whil~ my belov~ race~~ t7~~Dled down 
By hi's tho~t-exEfOu'ti~ minm-teis 
Prometheus, 1.,387. 
.i , , , 
I 
24. 
x 'Ii' '-II./. / '-11 ./ I x / y.u. ~ 'Tis Jove's wo~d-wand(e)rrng ~erald, Mercury 
Prometheus, 1.,325. 
x I~'I >'/II~ r~~ The foldeu depth of her lire-breath~ng bosom 
prometheus. II., i., 49. 
~ taught the~plicateA o~bits wo~~n/ ~ I 
dft tlte wWe-w'a'nd (e) r~ stars and hC1W the sun 
Changes his lair Prometheus, II., iv., 89. 
The c~wling ~lac~e~~pierce me witA the~~years 
6f th8ir mo~-freezi~ crystals: th~' brigfit 
chaihs 
Eat with their burning cold into my bones 
I 'I II II x I Prome theus, I., 32. 
(freezing beneafh the mdon) 
(beneath-the-m~on frdezing) 
The Caesura., 
Shelley makes striking use of the caesura and of the 
reversal, the latter both at the beginning and after the pause in 
the line. There are most marked and characteristic effects pro-
duced by his use of the caesura and reversal - emotional, rhetor-
ical, dramatic, and pictorial effects, by which his rhythm and his 
thought are welded into a wonderfully coherent yet plastic and 
ever shifting union. 
Very common in Shelley's poetry, is an artificial 
caesura interposed between parts of the sentence which are normally 
so closely connected in thought as to admit of no appreciable pause 
between them. This may be explained as the result of an intense 
emotion centered in the word immediately preceding or following 
the pause, which emotion causes a dwelling upon the word and thus 
25. 
creates, not a logical, but an emotional caesura. A vivid pic-
torial or dramatic suggestion in the word following the pause is 
also associated with a favorite Shelley form of caesura, (not nec-
essarily artificial) with reversal following. 
Caesura between Verb and Subject. 
'if'. 
Truth's 
?/:-'.. ~ ~ '\'1 / ,,~, deathl~ss yoice pauses among 
mankind 
R~volt of Islam, Introduction XIV., 1. 
Rere the very effect of a pause is produced. not 
only in words. but in rhythm. by this dwelling upon voice 'and in-
terposing the marked artificial pause 'between verb and subject, 
then starting o~ again with the reversal. 
~ )( ~'I ,The stars are shown 
"-"hen the cOld moon /1 sharpeps hlfr s?lv~r 
horn 
Revolt of Islam, IV., xxxi., 8. 
o~ was a Giant, like a child asl~ep 
O~ ~ loose r06k. Whj~~ gr
tw
p lIorushed, 
)c, I as fi we e. 
In dream II sceptres a.nd cr wns 
Revolt of Islam, V., XLIX., 7. 
The c06bata£;s ~ith tail ~ matt ho/rr'1b~ 
stro/ve, and th~r ey'~s startea. wtth 
cra6k "g stare 
Revolt of Islam, VI., xvi., 7. 
x /I}' ~ I 11 I ~ -.!L. '7i' ~ , '!Then some sort cloud vanishes into rain 
. Prometheus, IV., 182. 
l( r;/' )( / )( Cp'mmoF as li,ght is love, 
And its familiar voice II weifri~ n'cYt fiver 
Prometheus, II •• v •• 543. 
• 
~b. 
'-lL-. I ~/ I II I ~ I '-'-!/' [i We hear: tli~ words waken uolivlon 
Prometheus, IV., 543. 
1/ I II I )C ~ I ~ When night ~kes a re1rd sound of 
. its o~ stillness Alastor, 30. 
~ ~ 
)( I J(.J1/ I II. I )<...JJ-/1 )(" I The eloquent blood told an ineffable tale 
Alastor, . 168 • 
In the examples following, it is possible to read 
the line without the caesura and reversal by giving a rhythm stress 
to the word following the verb. However, the rhythm stress follow-
ing a verb is rather violent, and the caesura seems more effective. 
- The pressure of intense emotion seems to justify it. 
x I I I x 1/ whj,ch smile~adorn I 
As calm I decks the f~se 6cean:- well ~know 
Revolt of Islam, VIII., xv., 6. 
\,!VtH' 
Beneath th% fe~t, t~~ s~a (I Sh60k with tbihr 
I ~J navies so nd 
Revolt of Islam, X., 
J<tJ1 ~ I I "/~ 
iv., 9. 
As one whom wind~lIwaft o~ the bendlng 
grass Revolt of Islam, IV., xxxiii., .2. 
, 
The fitness of the rhythm to the picture is very 
beautifully exemplified in the line just quoted. 
\J.f....-/ I II /. II I their inhab~ tants beheld 
My spher~ light ]lany in wWe Heaven; 
the sea 
Was lifted by strange tempest 
Prometheus, I., 165. 
>' / II I )(. ~ I )( / v-.. And beasts hear thi sea moan in inland 
caves Prometheus, I., 582. 
27. 
~ 
x / ~ .. .!-, ~ I II I )C x I '-..!Y' 1/ And cherisli~a friends turn with the multitude 
Revolt of ISHm, Introduction VIII.8 
These were fqrebodings of, f!17 ~te - Betore 
Awoman's heartHb~at in ~ virgih breast 
Revolt of Islam, I., xxxvii., 2. 
)( , ~ I JIlY heJJ.rt"w¥ ,sick w).th hope before 
The printless air Itfelt ttir ~at~plumes 
Prometheus, II., i., 34. 
y~ I '}!...- I II I tXo unwontea tears throng 
~ 
Wh~{ V~/il~ fcirm II Si~s oIl 
)< 'Ii' ~ I 
the horny eyes 
Prometheus, II., i., 3. 
\..!!/. ~ )< I 
that ebon throne~ 
prometheus, II., iv., 1. 
/'j/' x )C 'II / x \!!/ I \.11/ / And the abyss shouts from her depth la1d bare 
prometheus, IV., 421, 2. 
)( ~ )( / ~ I 1/ I x x , ,.. Or that the name my heart lent to another 
Could be a sister's bond for her and thee 
Epipsychidion, 46. 
Caesura between Verb and Object. 
I have noted a few instances of caesura between verb 
~nd object, where, as with the eubject and verb caesura, there is 
intense emotion present. 
they behold 
Beyond, t~~t ~light re~lm1 as, in xa g}assl T~e futu~; may th~ speak I comfort to thee 
Prometheus, I., 663. 
tJ/ -..}t/ I II I )< II ry-7 x Tb whom lowe life and these virtuous 
thotights The Cenci, I., ii., 8. 
. - ~ 
It /jf ~ I II I ~ x , -.!!---'- r- /I If you d1vide euff(e)ring and dross, you may 
D)mi~sh tilt ~t is consumed away; I 
If you d~idell pl~asure an~ lo~e an~ thought 
Each part exceeds the whole 
Epipsychidion, 178-180. 
28. 
)( / )( 
As sudden I '-.!!/. I II ~ )( earthq~~~~ li~4t many a 
v&1 cttilo-:?1 s 1 e 
Revolt of Islam, VI., vii., 9. 
Cae'sura between Adjective and Uoun. 
Occasionally we find in Shelley's verse a caesura 
• 
between the adjective and noun as a result of the intense emotional 
associations of the adjective. 
" 'H' ~ 'I ' )< I \L I )j )( L And in tliat soul a wild ,odor is felt 
Epipsychidion, 109. 
0( I I 1< '-!!.---- tfI -" I " I 
The lone II couch of his everlasting rest 
'Alastor, 57. 
H~r }oo\a.wele sweei as peavep'~ when loveliest 
In autumn eves. The thlrd 1/ Image wtfs 
drest 
In white wings swift as clouds in winter skies 
'. Revolt of Islam, V., L., 5. 
Sometimes the caesura oomes between the preposition 
I and its object; when the thought fOllo~ing the preposition is of a 
very intense and arresting'natur~. It seems as if the poet's mind, 
• 
dwelling on the picture beforehand had paused with a sense of the 
importance of what he was about to say_: 
Prometheus sa~ a~"akpd th~ 19~\oned hopes 
Whi"ch sle~p wi thin Ii fold9d 't1y~ flowers 
Prometheus, II., iv .. 60. 
" I ~ ? II t~e ~anq\~! 05 t~free 
Was spread oeneath rnan~ darK oypress 
tr~e Revolt of Islam, V. t IJIV., 5. 
29. 
The following line shows the caesura betv:reen adverb 
and participle. Its place here just after aye (always) makes that 
word more deeply expressive. 
She knew the King 
Had praised her dance of yore; and now she 
.\..!!.../ I )f I wove ,-U./ )( I JC 'Ii' 
I~s circles. ayell we'pin~ and murmuring 
~id her sad task of unregarded love. 
Revolt of Islam. V. t xxi •• 7. 
Two lines of ver~ difficult rhythm suggest the possi-
- bility of a very artificial caesura between the two elements of a 
compound word, one a compound noun, the other a compound ~djective. 
The fact that any other scansion would distort the pronunciation of 
the words most abnormally. seems to leave this as the most probable 
scansion. In both cases there 1s a high interest point in the 
first element of the compound word, and this resolves the compound 
into its constituent elements of adjec.tive and noun t in the one 
. .' 
case, or adverb and verb in the other. We have already seen that 
Shelley introduces the caesura between such elements of t~e sentence. 
It is possible that in contemplating the emotion-charged picture 
involved in cloud and in weed, the poet's mind pursuing their asso-
ciations paused appreciab~y and then resumed the thought with the 
stresses of the following words of the compounds quite independent 
of the stresses attached to them in the compound form. The intense 
• quality of Shelley's habitually emotion-charged thought-processes, 
lends at least some credibility to the suggestion: 
.. 
30. 
Thou many-colored. many-voiced vale 
Oy~r whope ne~.~d ~rags. a~~ cav~r~s sail 
Fa~ cloud- shtdows afid sunbeams~ awful 
sc~ne 
Where power in likeness of the Arve comes 
down 
From the ice-gulfs that gird his secret throne 
Mont Blanc. II •• 4. 
and over these 
The jagged alligator and the might 
Of earth-convulsing behemoth. which once 
Were mpnar ~beas+'s. ~ on ~e slimy/shores. 
And weed- ove~~~ cBntYfiertts of earth 
Increased and mu tipliea like summer worms 
Prometheus, IV •• 312. 
Shelley's lines show many cases where it seems best 
to read a. caesura before prepositions with rhythm stress and re- • 
versal on the preposition where the connection between the preposi-
tion and the preceding word are close - but where the emotion cen-
tered in the word preceding the preposition. or the dramatic and 
pictorial effect of the phrase begi~ingwith the preposition seem 
to indicate this as the form used by the poet. In nearly all of 
these cases i t'is possible to reaa the line without the caesura and 
reversal by throwing a rhythm stress on the word immediately fol-
lowing the preposition; but the fitness of the rhythm to the emo-
tion and to the picture are not nearly so perfect as with the cae-
sura. I quote only a few out of numerous instances: 
31 • 
. 
r,;' VJ/ 0/. I V1/ I 1i' x 
One who me thought ,~ad gonp \1 from the 
world's scene 
And left it vaoant Revolt of Islam, IV., xxix., 5. 
A. 4:t.m -and feeb~ joy wh9se ~imp~es oft I 
We're querloht II i~ ~ :te1apse of wi1.d( e) ring dreams 
, Revolt of Islam, III., xxxiii., 2. 
Her madness was a...J;l...eam of li~t, 8. pawer 
II T " y r l Jed Which dawne; IIthro~gh ~py r sou; an 
words ff gave 
Whioh might not be withstood Revolt of Islam, VII., vii., 2 • 
. 
- 1..jY/ I II /I' )< / \!.!..-- I 0J/ ~lli1ch gazed on the ui1dazzling sun, now 
. blindea 
By the white lightning 
Prometheus, III., ii., 4 . 
• 
~ I ~ I ~k witlf"IJle t4en IC I" 
We two will sink /I on tlte wid'e waves of ruin 
Prometheus, III., i., 71. 
" I II I II /Ii' x )( / '-II / / It stood like light on a careeri~g stream 
Revolt of Islam, I., XLII., 3. 
t7/')( ",/ J II 'Ii' )I. '-..!J--- I ~ I Like a great ship in the 'sun"' s sink1ng spliere 
Revolt of Islam, I., vi., 8. 
11 )( ~ . I II 'it' x \.!l--::. I lil/ From the bluelp~~hs of the SWift sun ha've 
faded Revolt of Islam, V., xxiv., 3. 
r;;'. )C JC I J I 'Ii')C <.J.f.-/. I ~- I There is a path on t]:e sea's azure floor 
Epipsychidion, 410. 
'Ii' l!V)( I 11 -;!')( \.11/ I )< / Each 1I the tramp of a far steed was heard . 
Started from sick espair Revolt of Islam, XI., x., 6. 
~ - . 
)( I \.f.!- I II /I )C \!!/. I 1< / The floating bark of the l~ght-laden moon 




Caesura between Noun and post-positive Adjective. 
Numerous instances are found where the caesura oc-
curs between the noun and the post-positive adjective or partici-
ple, usually a dissyllabic or polysyllabic Word. The post-positive 
adjective normally takes higher stress than the noun. 1Vhere the , 
arrangement of stressee ~n the line is . such. that the stress on the 
word preceding the noun cannot .. be resolved into a rhythm~stress, 
the only solution is the caesur~ after the noun, with reversal. 
beneath the planet sate a form 
Fairer than tongue can speak or thought 
)( ry--;: >< 'Ii' can /rame I ~ )< 
The radiance of wh~ limbs 11 rose-like and 
warm 
Flowed forth Revolt of Islam, I., LVII., 4. 
ru). )( " I frop! inn9cent blood 
poured on th~earth, ana 9rowsl/ ahxi~us 
arl'd pale 
With the heart's warfare, di~ ,I gather food 
Revolt of Islam, 
~ ~ 
It was'; babe, II bea~tiful fr~m its bifth 
R~volt of Islam, 
------, 
.~ /I \!!../ I )( , II I ic x Before me yawne4 a cfssm desert and 
and bare 
J broad 
II., ix., 7. 
VII., xviii., 1. 
Revolt of Islam, VII., xxxviii., 9. 
~ . 
\!.!,,/ I x /I \.!!/ J II ' >< )( , Tliy mother's dying smile tender and sweet 
Revolt of. Islam, IX., xxii. 6. 
.)< I \.!!./ r;;' -.!!./ I II rtJC~ x I Arrayed her in its ~eams ,tremulous and soft 
and bright . 
Revolt of Islam, XI., v., 9. 
Th'trse l~elrfo~s II im~geXd a; iTa s·-J-




1/ I ? -.LV)< I I x x I 
I hear: II I am a leaf/l shaken by thee 
Prometheus, IV., 528. 
Shelley frequently has two caesura.'s in a line. The 
line quoted above is an example of the effective use of the two 
caesuras; it gives just the broken, shaken effeot rhythmioally that 
the words express in their sound and motion oonnotes. 
'/I ~ And, as 
She led 
~ ~ 
x I I 1)( )( /IX I 
a cloud I charioted by the wind 
me to a oave in that wild place 
Ep~psyohidion, 290. 
Then Irom the ca~er~s ~ my dIeamy,youth 
~sprang d's ohe IJ sahdalled with plumes " 
iff fife Epipsyohidion, 248. 
l!!./ I )( I Wild n'!-Ebers the~ x 
She raised wit~ voioe IIstifl~d in tremulous 
s6bs Alastor, 164. 
x . I '-!!./.. r,; ~ I I " I.JL/ I A wild-eyed ohar~~eerl urging theIr flight 
Prometheus, II., iv., 132. 
~ . 
)( '/I 0/ II \!!/ I I I '-.!!/ x I Whilst me wllo am thy foe, I eyeless in hate 
Hast thou made reign and triumph to my -
soorn Prometheus, 1.,9. 
_llv I \!!./ I II I x x , I..!!/ 
~ icy springs, stagnant with wrinkling 
froYst Prometheus. I., 62. 
,,---.. -
>< /1 X , I' x". , ,x 
.And self-contempt I bitt ( e) rer to drink than 
bldod Prometheus, II., iv., 25. 
r;j' -VL-- \!l/ I II I x)( I x To forgive wro~gs darker than death or 
night Prometheus, II., iv., 25. 
behind lurks Fear 
~" Hope, twin DBstinies, who weszve II 1 if!/, ';7T" X I II 1/ Th r shadows o'er th~ chasE sightless 
and drear 
Sonnet 6, posthumous poems, 1824. 
• 
34. 
~r~d ~ oriel~ra~ced ~ s~ rapt~rou~ vi~itn 
Revolt of Islam, V., xvii., 1. 
I 0/ ~ / II I JC J( I 1< l;c Fell like a shaft loosed by tlie bowman's error 
Revolt of Islam, X., xxvi., 3. 
With a monosyllabic adjective the line may be read 
without the caesura by throwing rhythm stress on the word following 
the adjective or participle. As. 
I 11)< I /I r;f x 
Fell like a shaf~, ~O~d ~ the 
bovvrnan' s drror 
But this seems to deprive the line of much 9f itts. 
"emotional and pictorial effec t as well as it s mus ical phrasing. 
others with the present participle are: 
Thxe rJ/ J/ r;;'11 / ~ x tfI & I many ships spotting the dark blue sea 
Revolt of Islam, IX., iii. 
Calm pnd I r~i"cing in the fearful wa.r 
6f waveJ ~in~o~ wa~e, and bldst 
onbla~t Alastor, 327. 
)C ~ y- I II I ~ Vi-- I 1/ And like a st9rm bursting i~s cloud~ 
prison Prometheus, IV., 376. 
The action connotes in the participles make the 
rhythm of these last two lines strikingly effective. 
35. 
Word stress. 
Some interesting variations of the normsl New En-
glish word-stress are found in Shelley's verse. Some of these ~J 
be referred to Elizabethan stress-forms. others.to the working of 
rhythm laws through two impulses nearly even in stress or seconda" 
proportionately to a following high impulse. Crystalline, a f.vot~ 
ite word of Shelley's, he uses both with the Elizabethan and New 
English stress: 
)< r-;;' 
Athwart th~ !Ji' ~ I ~l 'II x glowing /.step~., spd the 
c~talli~ rone 
Revolt of Islam, I., LVI., 9. 
Bear wi tness ,~ight, ,AAd ye"mute Constellations 
W~ gaze Oil u~ fr6m y6'ur c:fYstalliY cars 
Revolt of Islam, V. - Song 6. 
111j '1l' x I '.!V r;;:- ~ I \'U/ I Beside the windless ann cr~stall1ne pool 
Prometheus, III., iii., 159. 
- r---.. 
~lo~ke~trfou \lo~ the cmta~li~ski~S'? 
Revolt of Islam, IX., xxxvi." 6. 
x I x '/I vv 'iJ.V / x / And caverns on crystalll.ne columns poised 
Prometheus, IV., 282. 
II '11 ~ I ~'k I '( '- x i!i! when e~.Lipse h~.l'; past, things sudden 
'Ii' I . II ~hfnel I x 
TO men 1 s ~stonislied .Leyes rrMit clear and 
or~stfll{~'e 
As the dissolving warmth of dawn may fold 
Axhalf unfroz~ de,,~~lqbe, gr~en and gold, 
And cryst~lli£e, tfll it b~comes g wirlgea 
mist -Prometheus, IV., 433. 
"/I )C I)c ( 1/ J 
~ th, level, q~lv(e)ri~ 11ne 
Of tne wgtefs cfyst~llifie 
Euganean Hills, 103. 
stress: 
36. 
Antique, another favorite word, he uses with Elizabethan 
1/ I '4:::: I 'N.L/ I )C ~)< 
The antique-sculptured roof and many a 
t6me' Revolt of Islam, LV., iii., 8. 
II I >' I )l /ji' \!!/ I~' , 




oJ!./ I 1/ '\JL-.. " !.!L/.' Our antique emnire 1ns~ure, 
built 
On eldest faith, and hell's coeval, fear. 
Prometheus, III., i., 10. 
r;r I -, 
high ~ance, 
)( '/1 , )C 
Of antique verse ~nd 
~ I ~in form, 
Sound, color 
I' ~ 0' ~ 'j' ~. L Nowlnew fi~rom an~~~e ~~ght 
Spring b'Nil.ea'th th~ wlYe wortO.' slight 
Euganean Hills, 265. 
Divine, still another favorite word of Shelley's, 
-he uses now and then with the stress obviously stronger 'On the first 
syllable, at other times with the stress stronger on the last syl~ 
. lable, and in still other cases, where a reversal is possible be-
fore the word, it is a matter of doubt as to which accent he intend-
ed. In the case of a reversal the nearly level stresses may be 






x '-!.L</~ I x 
to th~o~or t~rough the 
d1Vitrn-- gldom 
lamp wEich was thine emblem 
- Prometheus, III., iii., 169. 
/l~ I )( '/I~ I xli' 
loft~ hopes of divine liberty 
l' l,or I JI 'Ii' ~ ~ , x ru--lofty hopes of dlvine liberty 
Alastor, 159. 
-------0...- II ~ J.'lrrI ~~ Whose divine ~ar~s 
that gr~en 
And lone reoess 
tf/' 14 ~ I \!L/ Whose dlvine darkne~s 
37. 
I ....!!-/ /jJ'-
fled not from 
- or -
/ \I.!../. /jj' . >< I 
fled not from that green 
Revolt of Islam, VI., xXxvii., 3. 
With strange and star-bright flowers which 
/jj' ~ tq, the lind /'Ii' I 
Breathed dlVi~ dior; high above wts 
sptead 
The emerald heaven of trees or 
~ r-;; .. \..!!/ 1)( C?)<-. I )C I' 
Brea~hed divine odor; high above was spread 
Revolt of Islam, Xii., xviii., 6. 
~ I ~ 
11 ~ 0.- I, If >< I ·'1 I 
A dlvine prese1fce in a place dlvine 
Eplpsyohidion. 135. 
)< I l!1-- /I ~ /jj VJJI" ~ 
The fount~lns,of dlvine philos6phy 
Alastor, 71. 
Response in Shelley's verse sometimes has a heightened 
stress on the first syllable. The faot that re has a rather high 
secondary accent in the first place makes the ohange less violent,. 
~ ~ ~ ~ II ~ II ~ "Ii" '-lL/ II <.!Y J 
Ir there must be no response to my cry 
Revolt of Islam, Introduction XIV. 
To w~e a bondage of~ch sym~thy 
Ks might cre'a ie s(ftt(e r~spcmse t /6 the 
tho~ght Revolt of Islam, II., xvi., 3. 
Yi el 1 di~g o\!!--e I VJ- 17' \.!.!.....- ,..".., '-!L../" I .n~ InE only response at eaan pause 
Alastor, 564. 
38. 
In some cases the position of the word makes a re-
versal possible on the preceding word and if the two syllables of 
response are considered as secondary as compared with the word fol-
lowing, the normal stress may be maintained: 
'71 ~ 1/ 'ii'. B#ld m¥ heart g~e \.!L/ / 
The responBe thou has given; and-of suc~ truth 
Each to itself must be the oracle. . 
Prometheus, II., iv., 122. 
. . 
her touch would meet 
~ne. and our ~lse~ca~ly flow~d bept 
in' r¥l-spo¥1se while we sle'pt; aiid on fi' day 
. Revolt of Islam, VII., xxi., 6. 
This reading makes a gre~t many rhythm stresses in 
the line, and the effect is not very good. It is possible, follow-
ing the other usag.e to read: 
/:-:-- ,-;-.. I r.' I 
'!!.!.., " . \lL.... II \.!!../ )< 1/)( In respon~e while we slept; and on a day -
Which was Shelley's reading. it is difficult to oon-
jecture. In all readings where two nearly level stresses are read 
with rhytbm stress so applied as to heighten a syllable contrary 
to the New English stress. it must be remembered that the prepon-
derance of stress should be very delicately applied and not in an 
exaggerated manner; for often very slight variation will suffice to 
sustain the wave in a line of s~btly adjusted stresses. 
-
39. 
There follow other instances of this tipping over 
of the balance of stress onto the first syllable of words normally 
accented on the last syllable. The same explanation holds here, of 
rhythmic variation of nearly level stresses both secondary to a 
following high stress: 
x I x I \!.!.,; 'if '-!!/ I x I 
Another c~ipped her profuse locks and threw 
The wreath up~n him, like an anadem 
Adonais, XI., 3. 
x "Ii' \!J/ J )( /jj' \!.V I '4-1.11 ~ I 
In profuse strains of unpremed1tateu art 
The Skylark, 6. 
This latter oould. as with response be read as two 
secondaries after a reversal: 
"iI ~ ~ I )C r;J \!!/I I/?~ J 
In prufulde 'strains of unpremedi tateCl art 
x 'Ii' x 'Ii' \.!!.-- J llv' I \ 1/ /Ii' 
And if, with inf1rm hand, EternTty 
Mother of many acts and hours, should free 
Prometheus, IV." 566. 
\.!.V I II "/I' ~ Ii' '-Il../ I ~? 
Scarce vis'f61e from extreme loveliness . J' 
'or 
scffie vt's'ib{;JI fr~ ~tr~ lo~el'fi{e~ 
Epipsyohidion. 104. 
or 
1i' II " ')( /Ii '/.!.--' I II I 




)I I l-lJ/.'" J< ~ '-J.L/ I .... ,,/ I At length lnto ,the obsoure foreSt oame 
The Vision I had sought through grief and'shame 
Epipsyohidion, 321. 
E~peatA,his !e~t ~pnEst/gha~ie~t for~s represt 
Lay Fafth, an o'bscene worm who sought to 
rise 
Revolt of ISlam 
r-.... 
Jf. 'b ~ The o sce e r'vens rr7 J< IE. ,c , clamorous 0 er the dead 
Adonais. XXVIII, 2. 
or 
Ii' ~~ I x rJ7 )< .11' x I The o scene ravens olamorous o'er the dead. 
, 
The faot that there is muoh emotion (deep loathing) 
• 
centered in obsoene seems rather to argue against sinking this in-
• tensely expressive word into the comparative obsourity whioh a 




)C /Ii' oyly -, w~en~is regfi:rd I 
by 1nten~ pensi~ness - twtreyes 
eyes II hung in the gloom of 
thought Alastor, 490. 
or 
r.:' I/-;;'" )( , II I.!!..-.- <!!---- ~ 1/ 1/.1/ I 
Was raisedJ/by intense pensiveness - two eyes 
shall that alone whioh knows 
Ee aSia sword oopsumed befo~ the sh~ath 
By sightless lightni~g? th~ntemte Atom gldws 
A moment then is quencht Adonais, XX., 8. 
Whose windings gave ten thousand various 
tongues 
T91/ the~~d syream.~ ~! where,the pass pxpands 





x I x /}j' ~ I x r,;"~I1/ I 
And he, the supreme Tyrant on h~throne 
Prometheus, I., 208. 
Some peculiar instances of this same stress inver-
sion occur in verbs, notably the verb become: 
x I )( r;r- \..!.!../ I ~ I'/i' I.!.!/ I 
The battle became ghastlier in the midst 
Revolt of Islam, VI., xvi., 1. 
)C I )l q 9n the, seve1:l-th tAA dew 
Of slaughter b~c~e stiff, and thire ~s 
peacb lne. Revolt of Islam, X., xi., 9. 
)( 'Ii' ~ I ~ !Jj' _~ I x I 
And all m~ being became bright or dim 
As the moon's image in a summer sea 
Epipsychidion, 296. 
I _\...II~ ':f..!!.-:: I (ll /. rfI ~ I x r,j' Weeping till sorrrrw becomes ecstasy 
Epipsychidion, 39. 
'. So delicate is this preponderance of stress, that in 
lines where a reversal is possible,there is a doubt as to whether 
the line is better read one way or the other. 
They w,it for t~e, beloyed! - thAP I knew 
T~e death-matk o~ m~breast a~d b«cemre 
cAlm ~n6w . Revolt of Islam, XII., xxv., 9. 
or 
)( I '-..!J/.' 'II r"tJ..-,( I 1i' III ~ ~ The death-markLon my preastll and b~ame 
calm Anew 
They came and questioned me, but when 
:~/h~Yc.lleard r;J\ 
1i~ voi6e thl-Y. bI~cMf(e S~l~ aifd thW 
I -stood Revolt of Islam, VII., XLI. 7. 
or 
~ I J/ My voice. 
/' /' II ~.J!./ I \...'!./,! / II ~ 




other peouliar shelleyan stresses are: 
" I I, , x,' I "w'1i t I, I 
Enduring thus, the ret~uti¥6 hour 
Prometheus, I., 406. 
The New English Diotionary notes this stress as a 
peouliarity of Shelley and Southey following the stress of the ~un. 
Au1j~,' s ~enJlfg ,metts IlJe soon 
Lead1ng the i~antine m60n 
Eug~nean Hills, 322. 
x r,r ~ I \..JJ/~ (11/ I ~ ? 
In thy devastating o~ipovence 
Alastor, 613. 
Devastating was a rare word in Shelley's time, and 
possibly was influenced by devast. 
It is possible to soan the line with a reversal on 
dey and rhythm stress on ing. 
~ '/I II I J{ ~'/i' ~ '0!../ ~ In thy devasta~ing omnipotence. 
The pictorial quality of the rhythm is rather height-
ened by the latter reading. 
Of unintangled intermixture, made 
BY;, J;"qve){ of ;Mght ,~and, mo~.i~p; I,o~ntense 
Dtrfusion, one s~ene O~ipr~enoe 
Epipsychidion, 95. 
rJI ~/ ill/ I )(. r;j' ~,~ rJI" 
And as I looked the bright omnipresenoe 
Of morning through the orient oavern 
flowed 
The Triumph of Life, 343. 
Ethel Allen Murphy 
1911. 
